Handshake 302 Art Center
redefining urban possibility through creative engagement
深圳市福田区益田路3008号皇都广场B座1108室
Rm 1108, Bldg B, Huangdu Plaza, 3008 Yitian Rd, Futian Dist, Shenzhen City
handshake302@126.com

Handshake 302 is a repurposed, 12.5 m2 efficiency
apartment on the third floor of a stereotypic “handshake building”. Throughout Shenzhen, teenage migrants, recent college graduates, and working class
families live in densely populated urbanized villages.
Baishizhou, for example, has an area of .6 km2 and
an estimated population of 140,000 residents, bringing the population density to almost 280,000 per
square kilometer. Of course, any one of Baishizhou’s
2,340 buildings is a multi-story building, with a floor
area ratio that falls between 2 and 12. These buildings are packed so tightly together that it is possibly to reach out one’s window and shake hands
with the neighbor. Handshake 302 projects exploit
the semiotic discrepancies between “art space” and
“low cost housing” to provide an accessible sociology
of Baishizhou.
Awards

2016 Handshake 302, One Foundation, Social Innovation, Tencent Corporation
2015 Handshake 302, Comprehensive Creativity, Shenzhen Qicai Awards for Design

Handshake 302 Projects

Handshake 302 was designated a collatoral exhibition, Shenzhen-Hong Kong Bi-City Biennale of Architecture and
Urbanism, 2015 and 2013.
2016-present Handshake 302 Village Artist Residency
2015 Handshake with the Future
2015 My White Wall Compulsions
2014 白鼠笔记／Village Hack
2014 Paper Crane Tea
2013 Accounting

Curatorial Experience

2016 Art Sprouts, P+V Gallery Dalang
2015 “Youth”, mural at the Dalang Dream Center Dormitory for migrant workers.
2014 “Urban Fetish: Baishizhou”, co-curated with Fat Bird Theatre, SZ-HK Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism/
Architecture (UABB), Jan 4-5.

Project Collaborators
Mary Ann O’Donnell has a Ph.D. in Cultural Anthropology. As an artist-ethnographer, O’Donnell works across and between academia and
the public sphere in order to document, understand, and critically participate in the post Cold War production of industrial cosmographies,
with an eye to imagining culturally resonant forms of sustainable globalization. Her primary site of research and public intervention has
been Shenzhen, the oldest and largest of China’s Special Economic
Zones. In 2017, the University of Chicago published Learning From
Shenzhen: China’s Post Mao Experiment from Special Zone to Urban
Model, which she co-edited with Winnie Wong and Jonathan Bach.
Zhang Kaiqin is co-director of Handshake 302. Since completing a
fine arts master’s program at Penn State University, she has worked
at the Art Department of Shenzhen Public Art Center (formerly the
Shenzhen Sculpture Academy). As a curator and artist, Zhang Kaiqin
has increasingly worked in and against Shenzhen, collaborating
with local curators, artists and other professionals to explore the
possibilities of community arts praxis.

	
  

Zhang Kaiqin’s art explores the interrelationships between people
as well as the relationship between people and nature. Her style is
simple, tranquil, humorously observing her surroundings. The works
themselves have unexpected connections to their environment,
including other observors of a given work or a nearby object. The
aim is to surprise the audience in spontaneously participating in
completing the work by discovering these connections. Her sculptures and installations
have been exhibited in China and Hong Kong, a media project was included in the
Washington Project for the Arts 2011 Experimental Media Series, and her work was
commissioned for the Funasaka Biennale and the Finnish Lake Kemi Sculpture Pavilion.

Lei Sheng is an independent contractor, designing and overseasing
the construction of exhibitions, commercial building interiors, and
boutique interiors. His work has won national, provincial, and municipal awards for innovation in expo design. Lei Sheng is a founding
member of Handshake 302, not only providing technical and material support, but also an more importantly, offering the experience
necessary to realize high-quality and deceptively simple constructions and installations.
Liu He graduated from the Shenzhen Polytechnic College with a degree in Art Design.
Since 2011, he has worked at the Shenzhen Hong Kong Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism
and Architecture where he is responsible for onsite management
and public education programs. His experience includes participating in Shenzhen Haoshizhi’s 2013 “Cross Border Traders” Research
program; site management for the 2014 United Nations Meeting on
Books for the program on Global Education, and site management
for the 2014 Shenzhen Public Sculpture Exhibition.
Liu He has collaborated with Handshake 302 since its establishment
in 2013, participating in “Accounting”, “Village Hack”, and “My White
Wall Compulsions”. At 302, he has curated “8 Hours” and “Handshake with the Future”. His art praxis has unfolded through socially
engaged performances and experiments.

Wu Dan is a highly creative and proactive designer and one of the founding members
of Handshake 302. She currently works at the Shenzhen Public Art Center (formerly the
Shenzhen Sculpture Academy.
Wu Dan has participated in the 2013 and 2014 Shenzhen Public
Sculpture Exhibition as both a curator, project designer, and
administrator; indeed her broad skill set allows her to contribute to
the creation of projects at any stage of production. Wu Dan’s design
work reveals a distinct sensitivity to color, which allows her to
create distinctive graphic designs. A keen observor of urbanization
and its concommitant problems, she has participated in various
public arts and public design programs with an eye to figuring out
how to re-design (and thereby improve) everyday urban lives and
environments.

Handshake 302

re-imagining urban possibility through creative engagement

2016 to the present: Handshake 302 Artist Residency brings artists, architects and
intellectuals to live and work in Shenzhen’s most iconic urban village.

Resident Artist Mengtai Zhang created a resonating soundscape of Baishizhou.

Resident researcher and poet, Persis Taraporevela visits Dalang.

2016 to the present: Handshake 302’s Art Sprouts program brings innovative arts education to the children of migrant workers. We aim to create and discover beauty in unexpected places.

2015: Handshake with the Futre brought brought together students from the Guangdong
Xin’an Polytechnic College and students from Shenzhen Middle School to research and
respond to urban village life via art installations / projects. Research workshops, May
2015; Exhibition, June 2015. Below, impressions from the opening, May 31, 2015.

2015: My White Wall Compulsions In Mandarin, the word for “strong (强)” and “wall (
墙)” are the same. We substituted the character “wall” for “strong” to create a pun that
oriented participants to the walls of Handshake 302 and what they might become. Below, detail from “Ideal Apartment” by Liu He and Wu Dan.

2014: 白鼠笔记／Urban Village Hack Residency brought nine artists, writers, scholars,
and curious citizens to live and work in Handshake 302, an independent art space located in Shenzhen’s most iconic urban village, Baishizhou. Participants held weekly salons
to discuss their experiences and present their projects. Below, images from Children’s
Art Space 302 by Zhang Kaiqin.

2015: The Dalang Graffiti Festival organized performance and participatory mural projects at the Dalang Dream Center, where community groups work with migrant workers
and their families to create conditions for better futures.

2014: Evolution placed a sampan three meters above the Futian river, inviting visitors to
Shenzhen’s Central Park to imagine the skyline otherwise.

UABB 2013: Urban Fetish: Baishizhou brought brought together the artists of Handshake
302 and the performers of Fat Bird Theatre to re-write the myths of migration, development and shared identities in Shenzhen’s most iconic urban village, Baishizhou. This
collaboration was based on research, community engagement, and the determination to
tell everyday stories about everyday life in one of the PRD’s most extraordinary cities.

UABB 2011: Boom! Shenzhen imploded the idea of a timeline to create fresh perspectives
on the lived, environmental, and philosophical meanings of Shenzhen’s explosive history.
The “timeline” itself was an animated cell phone game, circa late 90s.

